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This book illustrates how time travel will be discovered in one thousand years and documents how

these futuristic humans have traveled bask in time to interract with us throughout history and are

here with us today. Many self-hypnosis exercises are provided, including fifth dimension travel and

teleportation, to train the reader to contact these time travelers and travel in time themself.
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A remarkable book, WOW!!!!! --Art Bell, host of Coast To Coast AM

Dr. Bruce Goldberg is a clinical hypnotist who has regressed over 11,000 invidivual patients. He is

the author of the international bestseller Past Lives-Future Lives, as well as The Search for Grace,

which was made into a TV movie by CBS. He has conducted past life regressions on the television

programs Oprah, Leeza, Donahue, and Joan Rivers.

I'm cynical by nature, which may seem odd since I have an interest in karma, the wonders of the

universe, parallel universes, time travel and all sorts of futuristic possibilities. One does not have to

"believe" with childish naivety to explore and ponder subjects that are not of the usual variety.

Having said that, Goldberg's first book "Past Lives, Future Lives" was a superb look in progressive

and regressive hypnotherapy where patients traveled under hypnosis forward and backward in time,



with astonishing results, mainly that so many were reporting nearly identical things although the

patients didn't know each other. Among those is the possibility that the UFO's and alien abductions

are not just extraterrestrial in nature - they may be us traveling back in time to aid and support our

eventual ascension onto the God plane, or highest purest vibrational level of the soul through many

physical lifetimes. I like to think the realm of possibilities is too vast to be dismissed through stupid

religion or refusal to consider anything outside of a ritual fueled mental comfort zone. You don't

explore, you don't grow. That being said, "Time Travelers From Our Future" is a compelling look into

the involvement of advanced forms of ourselves in the planet's evolution and development, plus

looks at our future, or futures, depending on the parallel universe path one chooses. The topic is

interesting enough, and I think Dr. Goldberg is sincere. My main problem is the hypnosis lessons

which I would prefer having performed with a hypnotherapist of good reputation, but that's a minor

point. I must admit Dr. Goldberg's comment that he won't reveal if he's a time traveler or not would

be in violation of some universal law and his claim to teleport from Baltimore to Jamaica for four

hours on the beach in the middle of winter are suspect, to say the least, nor do I think we can

teleport, fizzling out in front of witnesses and reforming when we return. That is entirely possible in

our future, but not at this stage of our development. Overall, this isn't the type of subject that even

needs to be "believed" as much as explored. I must complain about not being able to get a Kindle

edition of this book, and the paperback edition sent to me was not glued properly to its binding, and

whole sections of pages fell out while I tried to read it. Very shoddy work and very annoying, hence

an additional star deduction. People interested in regressive or progressive hypnosis are

recommend to read "Past Lives, Future Lives" instead, more coherent and not quite as "out there".

I have read several of Dr Goldberg's books. This subject was not new to me, but Dr Goldberg has

given greater plausibility to this idea.

Page 50 of this book has about an interesting topic in my opinion.But I really think the bottom of

page 73 has a fascinating point that many people will probably stop to really think about once they

read it.Anybody interested in UFOs will surely be very interested in pages 105-127.People who are

skeptical about ETs and UFOs will probably stop to wonder if they read pages 127-133. Page 275

would also make for excellent discussion with skeptics.The reader will probably be curious about

the topic of time travelers mentioned because of pages like 273. Pages 13 and 14 will probably

cause one to have an extremely positive view of time travelers, and make the person interested

enough to find out how to have an experience with them.Page 234 has another topic that one can



find interesting.One will likely think the author made a good point on page 270 that's very

understandable.Page 275 is thought-provoking.Page 81 has good illustrations.A topic is brought up

at the bottom of page 18, and it's actually my absolute favorite topic that the author wrote about.

This involves a person having a personal experience that's persuasive enough for the person to live

a spiritual life, if you'd ask me. This is a topic that, if one uses it, will likely increase that person's

interest in UFOs and ETs since the person can try to see how these topics have spiritual parts of

them. You can also see about this topic on pages 67, 167, 228 and 275. So in my opinion this topic

is actually a lot more fascinating even than what the theme of the book is. If a lot more people really

tried to figure out this topic, it could answer the major questions people have about life and

death.Pages 45-67 of this book can make for interesting discussion between people interested in

quantum physics. There's an attention keeping assumption the author has about the time travelers

at the top of page 15, which I think also could make for good intellectual discussion.Anyone who

wants to read about abductions in general will probably find the consideration on page 23

attention-grabbing.There is a fascinating point included about dreams on page 228. This is by far

one of my favorite parts of the book partly because just about anyone can relate to it on a personal

level.There's illustrations on pages 28-31 for those of you who could wonder how certain

appearances are. This is especially useful for those who want to try to actually encounter these and

recognize them.Page 219 has about a topic that can trigger your curiosity to the point you may try

something that's new for you.Page 166, starting at the second paragraph, will definitely appeal to

people of all interests regardless of whether or not they're into topics like ETs and the supernatural.

And they certainly will want to do at least a little bit of research about what's on it. I don't want to

spoil it by including what the main topic of this is. It includes a certain amount of history pertaining to

it, along with a very thoughtworthy view the author includes about it.There is a certain description on

pages 70 to 73 which I think can give readers a significant amount of anticipation, and motivation to

try certain more things. The reader will likely relate this to something the reader already appreciates

in life, and think about how pleasing it would be to have something extra similar to that.It would be

especially interesting for me to see atheists address the point brought up on pages 73 to 74.Page

220 is a page I want to point out as worth considering.Because of the bottom of page 156, the

reader can get a newfound interest being on the lookout for news about a certain planet if the

person was not interested in it already.An assumption about a topic that represents the complete

opposite of what's mentioned on page 166 is on page 157. Also, one who wonders about traditional

burial might want to check out page 157.People interested in the Bible would most likely find pages

22, 30 and 158 interesting.Page 21 has a variety especially considerable for people enthusiastic



about the topics of seeing UFOs and ETs. Also, page 178 includes a consideration that will really

stand out to people interested in those topics.For certain possibilities about the future, refer to page

176 to 178. One might be on the lookout for signs of what's claimed on these pages.If you look at

page 134 you'll see a claim of the location of "Mu" as well as another statement about it on 135.

Pages 135 and 139 have a claim made about it that could interest anyone who's familiar with a

claim in a certain religion.Hypnosis and meditation are compared on pages 197 and 198.The top of

page 188 has about a type of hypnosis that I find persuasive enough to use regularly.Page 46

includes about how likely it is that time travel exists.
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